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Abstract 

Digital working is often seen to be replacing office-based work practices. This study 
captures the opposite, the entanglement of features of both physical and digital by 
software development teams in a multinational IT company. We observed how these 
software development teams crafted three types of entangled workspaces, characterised 
by different modulations of digital and physical features of their environment. We take 
an ontogenetic view of space that sees space as performative and constantly in the 
making to study the crafting of these entangled workspaces which transcend both 
physical and digital environments. This sociospatial view provides a novel conceptual 
basis to study the role of space in digital working.  

Keywords:  physical space, digital work, entangled workspace, code/spaces, sociospatial, 
spatiality, work practices 
 

Introduction 

The ubiquity of mobile digital media drive constant connectivity (Wajcman and Rose 2011; Kolb et al. 2012) 
and the emancipation of people from physical locations and physical presence with others (Bjerrum et al. 
2003; MacCormick et al. 2012; Mazmanian et al. 2013). This movement towards digital working has meant 
that many organisations have had to rethink the role of the physical office space in response to these new 
emergent patterns of work (Waber et al. 2014; Bjerrum et al. 2003). Despite using digital media to enable 
more flexible working practices, many modern organisations have made significant investments to upgrade 
and rethink their office buildings to bring employees back to the office for collocated working practices 
(Metiu 2006). Modern work in these organisations is characterised by integrated flow of activities across 
physical and digital environments (Weeks and Fayard 2011). Work therefore is not performed within 
physical or digital spaces but instead as a combination of both (Davis et al. 2011; Orlikowski 2007) giving 
rise to new blended spaces of work. We thus contend that the workplaces of today’s organisations consist 
of entangled digital-physical spaces, in which physical spaces, digital technologies and collaborative work 
practices are reciprocally defined and constitutively intertwined. 

This means that we need to integrate physical space when studying digital working practices in 
organisations (Clegg and Kornberger 2006; Fulk and DeSanctis 1995) and capture the emergence of new 
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ways of working across combined physical and digital spaces (Flecker 2016). One important departure from 
previous literature is the view of physical space as a passive container for work activities. Instead physical 
space should be seen as capable of shaping and performing (de Vaujany and Vaast 2013; Kornberger and 
Clegg 2004).  

The importance of physical space for collaborative practices has been acknowledged since the 1990s by 
researchers in the field of computer supported collaboration in the so-called “workplace studies” (Heath 
and Luff 1992) and, more recently, has entered in the agenda of organisational studies (Dale and Burrell 
2008). However, today’s scenarios of entangled physical-digital spaces pose new challenges for theorising 
the relationship between physical spaces, digital technologies and work practices. This resonates with 
recent scholarship on the role of materiality for social practice. However research in organisation studies 
and IS research has been predominately focused on the materiality of technology in general (Orlikowski 
and Scott 2008; Leonardi 2011) and specific digital artefacts (Leonardi 2013; De Albuquerque and Christ 
2015). In contrast, the constitutive role of the physical environment and its interplay with digital 
technologies for shaping social practice has been a marginal topic in the organisational studies and in the 
IS field so far (de Vaujany and Mitev 2013). 

This study addresses this gap by seeking to better understand and conceptualise this entangled nature of 
physical-digital spaces of work.  This view of workspace as a combination of digital and physical features 
and properties is already recognised in practice in organisations and increasingly relevant as a topic for 
research, but not yet fully theorised in academic research. We introduce here a novel analytical framework 
centred around the concept of entangled workspaces as emerging from the performance of socio-technical 
assemblages. We draw on theories on the relationship between space, technology and social practice which 
adopt a performative view of space based on the work of the philosopher de Certeau (1984) and on 
scholarship on human geography by Kitchin and Dodge (2014). This enables us to differentiate between the 
place where the organisation is located (typically an office building) and the space that emerge from 
practices that appropriate features of both physical and digital environments to support the performing of 
work within organisations. 

In particular, we seek to conceptualise the flow of activities and interactions between physical and digital 
environments of software development teams and the emergence of integrated workspaces inscribed across 
digital platforms and physical work environments. Unique affordances emerge when individuals observe 
and combine properties of both the physical environment and the digital tools used to support their 
individual and team work activities. So, for example, if there are attractive physical rooms for team 
collaboration, employees will adjust their online collaborative practices to include activities in these rooms. 
Entanglement therefore occurs when teams appropriate the properties and features of both digital and 
physical environments in their routine work practices. This study responds to increasing calls for research 
that combines these two fields (Fayard 2012; Fayard and Weeks 2011) and contributes with a novel 
conceptualisation of modern work spaces. The study is driven by the following research question: what is 
the role of physical environment and digital tools in the constitution of workspaces in modern 
organisations? 

To address this question, we conduct an in-depth interpretive case study set within a recently purpose-built 
software design studio in a large multinational IT company in London, UK. We focus on software 
development teams, as an extreme example of intense collaboration within an agile software development 
environment.  The case captures the practices of these teams as they perform work activities in both digital 
platforms and within the rooms of the purpose-built office of this IT company. This case is potentially 
extreme because these teams of software developers are naturally digital savvy and work in a physical 
environment dedicated to agile work, which means that both environments have been created to support 
their needs. However, this type of work is not unique and by studying these teams we are able to foresee 
developments in the crafting of workspaces in other sectors and types of organisations too. 

The study is based on in-depth qualitative research relying on detailed participant observation, semi-
structured interviews and time-lapse video recording data collection methods. Our findings show how the 
software development process happens in emergent work spaces that transcends traditional divisions 
between physical and digital. We analyse the practices of team members that configure and appropriate 
features of both digital tools and physical environments whilst observing that their practices are also 
mutually shaped through this process. We capture this process and the crafting of different types of 
entangled workspaces in response to the various needs and temporalities of collaborative activities. Our 
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study is thus able to make a twofold contribution: first, we provide a novel conceptual approach that is able 
to theorise the role of digital tools and physical environment in modern workspaces. Second, we provide 
empirical evidence that this reconceptualisation of workspace enables us to better understand the role of 
space in the use and appropriation of digital technologies in the workplace.  

In the remainder of this paper, we first present a literature review summarising existing research on the 
relationships between space, organisations and technology. We then elaborate on our conceptual and 
theoretical underpinnings, in particular to develop the concept of entangled workspaces and further expand 
on the ontogenetic perspective of space. This is followed by a discussion of the research methods employed, 
specifically explaining our approach to capture the crafting of workspaces by employees using time lapse 
video recording and other ethnographic research work. The findings of our case study are then presented 
and discussed, organised around three types of workspaces that emerged from distinct digital-physical 
assemblages crafted by the software development teams. Finally, the paper closes by capturing the main 
contribution from this study in the conclusion. 

Literature Review 

To achieve a deeper understanding of how today’s workspaces emerge from the interplay of digital 
technologies, physical environments and organisational practices, we start by exploring evolving 
conceptualisations on the ontology of space in social research. The “genealogy of space” as traced by the 
human geographers Kitchin and Dodge  (2014) identifies three dominant ways of thinking about space in 
social theory research. 

The first conceptualisation regards space as a static and inert background where social life unfolds, a notion 
which was articulated in the 1950s and 60s in geography as “spatial science”. In this view, space had an 
absolute ontology, “defined and understood primarily through a Euclidean geometry” (Kitchin and Dodge 
2014). This absolute notion of space as a fixed “container” to social life was criticised from the 1970s 
onwards especially following from the work of the Marxist human geographer Henri Lefebvre, who put 
forward a relational concept of space in his work “the production of space” (Lefebvre 1991). From this 
viewpoint, space is not neutral or an absolute geometric grid, but it is instead constitutive of social 
relationships. This relational perspective of space has been used also to analyse organisational space as 
constituted through social practice (Taylor and Spicer 2007; Clegg and Kornberger 2006). 

In the past few years, a third stream of theoretical work emerged that challenges both absolute and 
relational conceptualisations of space and proposes a performative view: “space achieves its form, function, 
and meaning through practice; space emerges as a process of ontogenesis” (Kitchin and Dodge 2014). 
This “ontogenetic” conceptualisation of space is thus able to capture the fact that space is continuously 
remodelled, reaffirmed or changed by sociospatial practices. For instance, a workplace is only brought into 
being as a space for performing work through a series of coordinated practices and material exchanges, e.g. 
daily some people come in and leave at certain times, tables and other furniture are arranged (and 
rearranged), people swap places, a chair breaks down and is replaced, rooms are cleaned, rubbish bins are 
filled up and emptied later etc. 

This ontogenetic view of space, which reflects a view that space is constantly in the making and established 
through practice, implies a different way of thinking about the relation between place and space. The 
philosopher de Certeau (1984, p.117) defines place (lieu) as “an instantaneous configuration of positions”, 
which implies an indication of stability. In this way, when we refer to a place (e.g. a room, an office, a city), 
we usually think of a set of relatively positioned elements, or a snapshot of dynamic relations. In contrast, 
“space is composed of intersections of mobile elements (…) In short, space is a practiced place” (Certeau 
1984). This conceptualisation of space is therefore performative and changes “the central question of 
inquiry from ‘what space is’ to ‘how space becomes’” (Kitchin and Dodge 2014).  

This theoretical shift in approaching the study of space is analogous to the performative approach adopted 
in science and technology studies by Pickering (1995), Latour (1986) and others, which was taken up by 
recent scholarship on sociomateriality in IS and organisation studies (Leonardi 2013; Orlikowski and Scott 
2008; De Albuquerque and Christ 2015). However, as de Vaujany and Mitev (2013) point out, space has 
been given hitherto a marginal role in the theorisation of sociomateriality, which has privileged the 
materiality of technologies and other types of artefacts. Furthermore, in most organisation studies that 
investigate workspaces (Dale and Burrell 2008; Kornberger and Clegg 2004; Clegg and Kornberger 2006), 
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space is still conceptualised as “a fairly stable construction that provides limits for social interaction” 
(Hiikkinen and Kivinen 2013). Therefore, they fall short of the ontogenetic perspective as recently 
developed by human geographers. Furthermore, the literature analysing digital technologies in the 
workplace (Mazmanian 2013) and the effectiveness of virtual work (Townsend et al. 1998) has framed 
physical space as alternative or complementary to face-to-face interaction (Dixon and Panteli 2010; Gaver 
1992; Leonardi et al. 2013; Vaast and Kaganer 2013; Leonardi 2011), missing the important exploration of 
the mutual constitution of physical interactions and information technology in the workplace. 

We contend that this marginalisation of the role of space prevents information systems studies to provide 
a full account of the co-constitutive, generative role of the materialities of workspaces and information 
technology within organisational practice. In particular, it imposes a serious constraint for investigating 
work practices in today’s software development organisations, many of which are currently emphasising 
the importance of flexible workspaces within co-location arrangements as previously discussed. 

Theoretical Underpinnings 

We therefore propose a new perspective that understands today’s workspace - i.e. the spaces where work 
happens - as always in the making and as an evolving continuum that cuts across physical and digital 
elements. Workspaces emerge from the interactions between people, technology, tasks, objects and the 
physical environment. In order to capture the constitution process of these modern workspaces, we follow 
the theorisations of space that we identified before as “ontogenetic”, drawing particularly on the work of de 
Certeau (1984) and Kitchin and Dodge (2014). For them, “space gains its form, function, and meaning in 
practice. Space emerges through a process of ontogenesis” (Dodge and Kitchin 2005, p.172). This 
perspective allows us to shed light into the emergence of space from organisational practices that articulate 
physical and digital elements, which is particularly useful in the context of modern workplace activity as 
discussed previously. 

Kitchin and Dodge’s contribution to ontogenetic perspectives of space comes from a specific consideration 
on the implications of digital technologies (which they refer to as “code”) to the processes of space 
formation. They do so by drawing on scholarship on social and cultural studies of technology by Mackenzie 
(2003). Mackenzie relied upon the philosopher Gilbert Simondon to conceptualise the emergence of 
spacing and, as cited in Kitchin and Dodge (2014), explains that “through transduction, a domain 
structures itself as a partial, always incomplete solution to a relational problem” (Mackenzie 2003, p.10). 
Kitchin and Dodge use this concept to theorise about the role of code in structuring space: by “acting as a 
catalyst for transductions to occur (…)  code changes the conditions through which everyday life occurs 
because it modulates how other technologies function” (Dodge and Kitchin 2005, p.171). This idea is used 
by Kitchin and Dodge (2014) to theorise the effects of software and code in the constitution of space in 
various contexts, including modern airports and homes. 

Two connected concepts are introduced by Kitchin and Dodge to describe how assemblages of objects, 
infrastructures, processes and people transduce space, that means, how these assemblages bring space into 
being or as they refer to “beckon new spatial formations and spatiality into existence” (Dodge and Kitchin 
2005, p.172). First, coded spaces are spaces organised and modulated by the use of software but code is not 
essential for the space to be brought into being, e.g. postcodes are calculated with software and used to 
organise the urban space. The postcodes augment and enhance the spatialities that emerge from this 
modulation but they are not required to generate these spatialities, just an improvement to them. So coded 
spaces are mediated by code but their relationship is not dyadic or mutually constituted. However, the 
second concept that Kitchin and Dodge propose, ‘code/spaces’, differs precisely on this point, in that 
code/spaces are intrinsically co-constituted through software. They emerge from spatial practices that are 
indissociably from software, e.g. airports only work (as “proper” airports) when software is working, 
otherwise they are only waiting rooms.  

The work of Kitchin and Dodge is useful because it brings ontogenetic views of space closer to our everyday 
modern lives where many of our activity is mediated by technology. Their concept of code/space is 
particularly interesting because it helps us capture the mutual constitution between space and information 
technology (which Kitchin and Dodge refer to as software or code). They say that “code/space is quite 
literally constituted through software-mediated practices, wherein code is essential to the form, function, 
and meaning of space” (Kitchin and Dodge 2014). However, we still need to develop and theorise how this 
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concept applies and is useful in organisational settings to study workplace practices, which is an area absent 
from their work. 

To understand the relationship between technology, space and organisational practice, we build upon the 
notion of “code/space” to propose the concept of entangled workspaces. We see these spaces emerge as an 
outcome of spatial practices that intertwine features of physical environments (e.g. rooms, walls, furniture) 
and digital technology (e.g. instant messaging software, project management tools, collaborative digital 
environments). It is worth noting that this concept of entangled workspaces captures space in 
organisational setting as dynamic and brought into being through practice, it is therefore ontogenetic and 
corresponds to what de Certeau calls “experienced spaces”. 

Drawing on the aforementioned differentiation between space and place made by de Certeau (1984), we 
shall refer to workplace as the static configuration of positional relationships between elements of the 
physical and digital environment in organisations. We then refer to entangled workspaces as the ongoing 
accomplishments of spatial practices, which transform workplaces into spaces by weaving together 
sociomaterial assemblages of people, mobile phones, laptops, chat rooms, instant messages, project 
management software, chairs, tables, rooms, office buildings, and other elements of the physical and digital 
environments. Following de Certeau’s proposition that spaces are “practised places”, we thus theorise 
entangled workspaces as practised workplaces that prominently include digital elements alongside 
physical elements of the work environment. 

However, beyond the fact that our concept of entangled workspaces is specifically useful to capture 
dynamics within organisations, there are three additional and important ways in which this concept differs 
and extends the concept of code/space by Kitchin and Dodge.  

First, Kitchin and Dodge refer to “software” or “code” as a reified and fixed element from which the fabric 
of space is woven by spatial practices together with other elements such as streets, people, cars, traffic lights 
etc. However, information systems used in collaborative software development today are much more plastic 
and malleable: they can be configured, combined, tweaked, extended by other pieces of software. Equally 
importantly, these systems can also be deactivated, hacked, bypassed and ignored in organisational 
practice. Collaborative media in the workplace is inherently reconfigurable and mouldable (Newell et al. 
2001) and therefore it is not taken by users as fixed (“code”) as presented by Kitchin and Dodge. Research 
in information systems has shown that collaborative software interplays and becomes embedded in 
organisations (Baptista 2009) and takes shape in practice, in a process that may result into divergent 
“technologies in practice” (Orlikowski 2000). This represents sociomaterial assemblages (Introna 2013). 
Whilst the concept of code/space assumes “code”/“software” as a fixed entity to investigate and describe 
the emergence of space, we would like to capture the processes by which space and information technology 
co-evolve, and are mutually constituted, and come into being as sociomaterial assemblages that result from 
what de Certeau (1984) calls “spatial practices”. 

Second, current offices, sites and organisational settings are becoming more modular, multi-purpose and 
configurable in terms of how physical objects, people and rooms are spatially arranged. As we have seen 
before, organisations are purposefully providing different types of office rooms, as well as enabling workers 
to use and adapt their environments in the way they feel could best support their needs for collaborative 
and individual work. However, at the same time that human actors configure, adapt and appropriate 
information systems and physical environments, the materialities of physical arrangements and 
technological artefacts configure new spatialities by modulating and sometimes controlling how people 
interact with each other, e.g. by establishing classification codes and software procedures that 
approximate/repel people, by creating physical arrangements that facilitate/obstruct communication 
between individuals, or yet by constraining/enabling access to physical and digital objects.  

Third, as a result of the more flexible nature of digital media use in the workplace and the modularity of 
the physical features in organisations today, it is not just code that modulates space. Significant is the way 
physical environments modulate code, therefore space is a result of mutual shaping rather than as 
presented by Kitchin and Dodge as space being primarily modulated by code. This is particularly important 
for the types of dynamics in the organisations we are focusing our study and adds a new dimension to 
Kitchin and Dodge’s theorisation since their focus was to capture the role of code in more large-scale 
infrastructural settings such as airports, as well as effects of internet of things enabled devices at home and 
in shops. 
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One significant nuance in our concept of entangled workspaces is bringing to the foreground the role of 
space as integral to social practices, particularly in the context of organisational work. This reflects the view 
that “spatial usage creates the determining conditions of social life” (Certeau 1984), and follows the spatial 
movement in social theory (Massey et al. 1999; Massey 2005; Crang and Thrift 2000) and more specifically 
in organisational theory (Kornberger and Clegg 2004; Taylor and Spicer 2007; Dale and Burrell 2008; 
Hernes 2004). Following from this movement, we argue that although agencies associated with the 
materialities of digital tools and physical environments may differ to those of humans (Pickering, 1995; 
Leonardi, 2013a) they nonetheless exert a crucial role onto the constitution of workspaces, a role to which 
our theorisation would like to elucidate. 

This marks a shift from privileging and focusing on either the features of the digital tools or the features of 
physical places as determinants of the activities performed in the workplace (Zhang and Venkatesh 2013). 
Physical aspects of the work environment tend to be covered within the organisational studies literature, 
whilst digital practices in the workplace are generally studied in information systems research. We draw on 
both streams to conceptualise the integrated experience of work across digital and physical environments 
of work in a modern technology organisation. We conceptualise how the combination of fluid and mutually 
constitutive relationship between physical and digital environments becomes entangled, a term from 
quantum physics employed in the context of sociomaterial research (Barad 2003; Orlikowski and Scott 
2008) but that we feel is also appropriate in the context of physical environments becoming entangled in 
digital work through organisational practice. 

We propose that this conceptualisation enables an understanding of how these entangled workspaces 
emerge in organisations, thus shaping both physical and digital environments and defining topological 
relationships between people and things (i.e. digital and non-digital objects), whilst at the same time being 
shaped by them. This conceptualisation is thus particularly useful for shedding light in the role played by 
the physical environment and digital technologies in the constitution of the workspaces of software 
development in our empirical case study, which is examined in the following sections. 

Research Methods 

To capture the mutual constitution across digital and physical spaces of work we conducted a qualitative 
in-depth case study. This approach builds on previous studies of technology use in the workplace (Leonardi 
2015; Wajcman and Rose 2011) which also employ qualitative methods for richness and depth of data 
(Easterby-Smith et al. 2012). The research process was reflexive (Hammersley and Atkinson 2007) and 
based upon an interpretive and qualitative research approach (Weber 2004) utilising multiple data 
collection methods for data triangulation (Yin 2009). This reduces the risk of systematic biases or 
limitations of a specific method, whilst providing assessment of the validity and generality of the developed 
explanations (Maxwell 2009). As our unit of analysis, we focused on tracing work activities known as agile 
‘stories’ through interactions in teams that operate across digital and co-located physical environments. 

The empirical setting is the IBM Studio, London which opened in 2015 as part of a $100M global investment 
into modernising IBM workspaces (IBM 2014). This setting provides a unique view of the phenomena given 
that the space hosts the development of software development teams which IBM sees as the example of 
future ways of working using Agile project methods and modern software development technologies which 
requires individuals and teams with constant interaction. The studio is also a nascent initiative by IBM to 
encourage a shift toward co-located team working practices to improve collaboration and accelerate work 
activities (Simons 2017). Hence, physical and digital space are both necessary and of particular emphasis 
within this empirical setting. 

Data collection started with a two-week pilot study performed in April 2016 which explored the dimensions 
of time and space using themes of collaboration, creativity, overexposure and distractions (Wajcman and 
Rose 2011). Preliminary findings from this pilot study were used to shape the following stages. In a second 
stage commencing January 2017, informants included 40 employees selected using a purposeful sampling 
approach (Patton 1990; Maxwell 2009) for representativeness of the setting which included: software 
development project teams (developers, business analysts, designers), coaches, management (first-line and 
executive), in addition to leadership from corporate real estate and enterprise IT operations. Three forms 
of data collection were used across this group over a two-year period: 
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1. Participant observation of work in action within teams: this direct technique permitted 
observations from the inside (Saunders et al. 2008; Alvesson 2017) allowing for extreme detail 
to follow and trace the ‘crafting’ and assemblage of physical and digitally entangled workspaces. 
Through  the continuous capturing of real-time data with added context and insight (Coghlan 
and Brannick 2014) for probing events which were supported through ongoing cycles of data 
collection and analysis. The work activities were captured as vignettes using a crafted research 
instrument (see Appendix A. Example of data collection instrument). This created discrete units 
of analysis for tracing digital-physical interactions with due consideration of their temporal 
nature. 

2. Semi-structured interviews: one of the most important sources of case study data as they provide 
essential sources of information which enable focus directly on the case study topic (Yin 2009). 
A draft interview guide driven by the research question, theoretical framework and underlying 
philosophy was developed using the seven stages framework (Kvale 1996) and suitable interview 
preparation guidelines (Collis and Hussey 2009; Robson 1993). Interviews with over 40 
participants from project teams lasted between 30 minutes to 1 hour, considered valuable 
enough to capture the required data and optimise the numbers of persons willing to participate 
in interviews without placing unreasonable demands on busy interviewees and leading to 
participation bias (Robson 1993). All interviews were recorded with permission and 
subsequently transcribed for data analysis. 

3. Time-lapse video recording: we used a mobile phone to capture the use of offices over a long 
period of time using a function in modern smartphones that grabs an image on a regular timed 
basis and then collates all the images as an animation. The typical duration was 60 minutes. This 
allowed us to capture practices over time. This innovative approach to data collection provided 
unique insights for this study around the usage of digital-physical space. Although it is not 
feasible to display the results of this method within this paper, the analysis of the footage was 
instrumental in identifying the entangled nature of physical and digital features, which we hadn’t 
been able to capture as clearly through written or static methods. 

A laptop computer, smartphone and notepad were used to record details of the activities (notes, sounds, 
pictures, video) of participants. Data collected include the nature, location and duration of activities. This 
method provided a rich and detailed thick description of events within a natural and meaningful context 
(Fetterman 2010).  The data analysis was based on axial coding, to explore inherent connections between 
primary codes. We coded for features, properties, behaviours, practices, perceptions and the implied and 
expressed creation of spaces for the various work activities studied. 

 

Findings 

Physical environment 

The IBM Studio as illustrated by Figure 1 was designed and presented within IBM as a new office model 
with distinct features to attract and support new working practices within IBM. The layout and features 
intended to attract employees back to the office and support increased collaboration and social interaction 
using Agile methods of team working (Rigby et al. 2016). The layout was split into five team-based areas, 
each based around a large team desk for 8-12 members responsible for software development of web-based 
technologies. Each team area was separated with moveable whiteboards which visibly and acoustically 
segregated teams as represented in Figure 1. These whiteboards were typically used by each team for writing 
or status tracking with hand drawing or an arrangement of sticky notes.  
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Figure 1. Studio Layout 

Each team sat co-located at their respective shared desk with no physical barriers between the respective 
team members. Each individual team members workplace typically comprised a laptop and secondary 
display. Due to the proximity and employee density at each desk, team members often use noise-cancelling 
headphones for concentration during individual work. Each team had access to a booth located at the end 
of their team desk which comprised a digital display and seating for 4-6 team members with some physical 
separation and sound proofing from other team members. The studio also included a wide range of 
communal spaces including four closed-glass meeting rooms designed for increased privacy or meetings. 
In addition, there were also four break-out areas for sharing of ideas and group-based discussion. Two of 
these designed for small groups, the first with an arrangement of sofas and the second with a high-top table 
and chairs. For larger groups, there was a large standing desk (so-called Titanic table) or an auditorium 
style seating area (Mediascape) which could accommodate approximately 20 people facing a large display.  

Digital environment 

Teams were also able to select from a wide range of team collaboration and software development tools 
including IBM products, open source and licensed software. The use of specific digital tools was also not 
prescribed by the company, rather employees were given autonomy to appropriate tools based on their 
needs and preferences as explained by an IT executive: 

“We did not perform thorough analysis to select the early tools…. a lot of it was initially just 
talking to people who we thought were better than us in terms of their practices and their 
outcomes and finding ways that we could copy and adopt those practices.” 

Although the physical and digital environments were created with potential use cases in-mind, the 
appropriation of the elements of these environments remained flexible with a high degree of adaptability. 
One common theme was the adoption of a suite of digitally integrated collaboration tools to support work 
within and across teams. These included the project management platform Jira, the software version 
control service GitHub and the messaging platform Slack. The similarity between physical and digital 
environments was evident and reflects the level of integration between the two environments. This is 
captured in this quote from a business analyst: 

 “I see where I work as both physical and digital space.…I think that has changed due to a large 
move toward co-location, so it will be lots of teams working digitally together in close physical 
proximity.” 

Mirroring of physical and digital 

When observing the use of physical environment and digital tools, it was apparent how the properties and 
features of the digital tools mirror the configurations of the physical environment within the studio. For 
example, similarly to the physical studio layout, Slack enables interaction to take place within dedicated 
‘team spaces’ which can then be regrouped into more focused interactions within channels. While the digital 
team space correspond to the shared team desk, the focused channels are analogous to the “break-out” areas 
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of the office layout. Informal one-to-one and private interactions within Slack are also available as an 
enhancement or extension of the physical breakout areas and meeting rooms as supported by the following 
quote from a designer (add specific reference):  

“The digital tools tie together the physical spaces because you have more opportunities to interact, 
you have the physical and the digital, so if two people need to communicate they’ve got a host of 
ways of doing it.”  

The mirroring of emergent physical and digital structure is illustrated in Figure 2. It is however worth noting 
that in particular, the digital structures, labels and arrangements were not enforced or imposed, but instead 
constantly negotiated and established by the teams in the environment. 

   

 

Figure 2. Mirroring of Physical and Digital Spaces  

 

In the next section we draw on the key concepts presented earlier from an ontogenetic perspective to 
conceptualise the emergence of three types of entangled workspaces within this team at IBM Studio. It is 
important to note that each of these workspaces, as we will show, developed distinct attributes that reflects 
unique modulations of software and physical features of the work environment. 

Entangled workspaces 

Our data showed that the IBM Studio team structured three types of entangled workspaces, which similarly 
to the concept of ‘code/spaces’, tightly integrate features of the physical and digital environments of work, 
in a way that are intemperate. In other words, the functioning of these workspaces constitutively depends 
on features of both physical and digital environments, engendering unique types of modulation. The 
workspaces result of unique assemblages of features appropriated by the IBM Studio teams in response to 
these modulations, and, as the empirical evidence shows, the teams performed and crafted these 
assemblages daily as part of their routines of work. This extends the concept of ‘code/space’ from Kitchin 
and Dodge since we find an active process of modification of the physical-digital assemblages as a result 
from different types of modulations in entangled workspaces. Below we describe these three workspaces in 
some detail and then discuss and analyse these findings more theoretically in the following section. 

Workspace 1: for permanent and ongoing interactions 

There were daily routines part of agile practices and ceremonies that would involve teams to congregate 
around the same area, typically standing around the “wall of work” (see Figure 3). This would involve teams 
to initiate their ‘stand-up meeting’ each morning at around 9:45am. The meeting was typically preceded by 
a Slack message with a link to a video conference being posted to the #General channel. There was no verbal 
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prompt in the office room, a message in the digital platform was the announcement medium to call the 
meeting.  This message would prompt locally based team members to stand and congregate around the 
team table, whilst remote team members working from other offices or home would join via video 
conference as shown in Figure 3. Here the team would provide status updates with references to Jira items, 
the project tracking platform where task status is logged and tracked.  

In this example, the Slack channel, video conference session and team stand-up area (including the “wall of 
work”), modulate the performance of a workspace that emerges from the assemblage of physical artefacts 
and digital features. Team members navigate seamlessly between interactions in the digital platform and 
in the physical office areas. Both physical and digital environments are indispensable to perform the 
resulting spatialities with associated effects of visibility and proximity of the activities of the team members, 
regardless if they are physically present or “digitally close” through the technological artefacts of the digital 
environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Workspace 2: for immediate and focused interactions 

At the other extreme, when the team were faced with an unexpected high-priority problem, including an 
outage or major defect, they would form and adopt a ‘war room’ as the space for coordinating and mediating 
work to address it. This was enacted to force relevant team members to abandon their regular planned 
activities to come together and focus on resolving the problem. The war room would involve physical 
congregation at the booth at the end of the desk space (see Figure 4), for team discussions which allowed 
the team to be around a shared visual display to show and share visuals and information. Whilst seated in 
close proximity, team members would track activity over time using a dedicated channel in Slack called 
“#war-room” and a Jira ticket as shown in Figure 4. The issue was collectively triaged using GitHub and 
software development and performance monitoring tools. Within the entangled “war room” space, 
communication seamlessly flowed across face-to-face and digital interactions with no visible conscious 
effort to consider these transitions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This type of entangled workspace displayed a different type of modulation between physical and digital, it 
was brought to being by the need for immediacy and fast response. The digital features such as the hashtag 
‘#war-room’ and Slack channel signalled this, and these triggered action within the team space. Frequent 
Slack activity informed discussions within the team and recorded new actions. The physical proximity of 
the team meant that some of the digital interactions were limited to formal or auditable interaction, whilst 
the physical environment modulated the pace of interactions across digital and physical environments. 

Figure 3. Agile stand-up 

Figure 4. War room 
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Workspace 3: for project-based interactions 

The third type of entangled workspace involved routine work activities of a more longitudinal but focused 
nature. The agile ‘stories’ would begin with task assignment in Jira, which would result in automated email 
and Slack notifications being sent to these team members. To address the task, these notified team members 
would come together for face-to-face interaction in communal collaborative physical spaces such as the 
booth and surrounding breakout areas. Here team members often preferred to manipulate physical objects 
such as “post it” notes and visual diagrams during brain-storming sessions for rapid feedback and revision. 
The outputs from these interactions would then be transferred back into Jira, the project tracking platform. 
As the task progressed through implementation, the emergent spaces of interaction extended increasingly 
into digital tools which were configured to prompt team members to discuss and review the software 
artefacts by meeting around desks as shown in Figure 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This type of workspace displayed deep entanglement between physical and digital, the use of the digital 
tools was highly dependent on the activities that happened in the office, for example the card sorting 
reflected on Jira. This is what Kitching and Dodge refer to a code/space, but both the code modulated the 
use of space and the space modulated the code. 

 

Discussion 

Our findings show the emergence of three types of entangled workspaces characterised by unique 
assemblages of features of digital tools and features of the physical environment part of the IBM studio. 
These emergent assemblages resulted from ongoing adjustments and shared understanding of the 
properties of the various aspects of the team’s environment. It was also noticeable the degree of freedom 
and sense of empowerment displayed by the ability of the teams to repurpose the environment to their 
needs. We observed the same “places” of work became different “spaces” when appropriated by the teams 
in different ways. The ontogenetic perspective of the entangled workspaces revealed different modulations 
by physical and digital features. This coincides with the characteristics of code/space as indicated by Kitchin 
and Dodge: “code/space is not consistently produced, not always manufactured and experienced 
identically. Instead, code/space is constantly in a state of becoming, produced through individual 
performance and social interactions that are mediated, consciously or unconsciously, in relation to the 
mutual constitution of code/space” (Kitchin and Dodge 2014, p.74). 

Nevertheless, in our conceptualisation of entangled workspaces, which was confirmed by empirical 
evidence, is not just digital (code) that modulates the usage of physical environments, as theorised by 
Kitchin and Dodge, but also features of the physical environment and face-to-face interactions modulate 
the use, configuration and adoption of digital tools by the teams. The ongoing practices of software 
development teams enacted new types of spaces that responded to their individual needs, creating 
workspaces that depend on assemblages of physical and digital environments to come into being, whilst 
also transcending both. 

These orderings or assemblages engendered spatialities that supported activities and interactions across 
physical and digital environments. They were purposefully created in response to the needs of the team to 
support the flow of interactions. The teams “crafted” new workspaces that served their needs by 
appropriating useful features of both physical and digital environments into various assemblages. Each 
assemblage in turn modulates in a particular way the entangled workspaces where different work activities 
unfold. They transcend the physical and digital environments and are seen as performative by the teams. 

Figure 5. Entangled workspaces 
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From this perspective, we say that these workspaces transcend the physical and digital environments where 
the teams operate, but only become instantiated by the appropriation of features of both environments.  

This ongoing crafting of workspaces was in part a result of the flexible nature of both physical and digital 
environments in our case and the relatively non-prescriptive management style surrounding the teams. Our 
data revealed the importance and role of physical environment in the activities and practices of the teams. 
Physical interactions were integral to their practices and deeply entangled with digital interactions and 
activities. The relationship between both environments was however very symbiotic. The crafting of these 
workspaces reflected ideals or potential “templates” that became references for the types of assemblages we 
then captured in our data collection. 

We suggest that this perspective of entangled space in organisations provides a novel conceptualisation of 
how current workspaces emerge from physical environments and digital tools. This conceptual lens allowed 
us to discern types of workspaces where particular kinds of modulations engender specific spatialities. 
Thus, this study provides a conceptual basis to study space in information systems and provides the 
background to developing a notion of sociospaciality in information systems research. 

 

Conclusion 

This study explores the role of space and digital technology on modern organisations, this topic is somehow 
void in information systems research. We contribute with an exploration and conceptualisation of the role 
of space in digital work. We specifically conceptualise the emergence of entangled workspaces that 
transcend divisions between digital and physical environments. We capture the process by which these 
spaces are purposefully crafted by software development teams at the IBM Studio. We draw on the concept 
of code/space by Kitchin and Dodge to explain how code and software modulates the use of physical 
environment, but extend this notion with the concept of entangled workspaces that also capture situations 
where physical features and interactions modulate the spatial usage, configuration and appropriation of 
digital tools. 

This conceptual basis enables us to reveal unique characteristics within organisations where teams 
appropriate features from both types of environment in response to ongoing needs. We suggest that these 
entangled workspaces are “crafted” by the appropriation of these features. The study provides new 
conceptualisation of workspace but also new and useful vocabulary to explain the evolving nature of 
workspaces in modern organisations. The underlying ontogenetic nature of space is particularly significant 
and we believe an important and valuable contribution to the information systems field. 

The empirical setting of software development teams at the IBM Studio may reflect extreme conditions 
because teams are highly capable in configuring digital tools, and the type of routines and of practices are 
structured around software development. However, the work performed essentially consists of 
collaboration and coordination tasks that are likely relevant in other organisational environments. The 
process of assembling physical and digital tools may therefore be amplified in this case but it is not unique 
to it and offers a glimpse at similar dynamics emerging in other sectors and types of collocated team work 
in different organisations.  

Overall, this research builds upon and expands the literature conceptualising ways of working in modern 
technology organisations (Zammuto et al. 2007). It traces and captures the flow of interactions across 
physical and digital spaces to examine the entanglement of physical and digital interactions in the context 
of the workplace (Fayard and Weeks 2007). This provides a vocabulary for articulating how group and 
organisation behaviour in a setting is shaped by the physical and digital characteristics of its spatial 
environment. This holds the promise of being useful to analyse and link the relationship between 
individuals and their environments to organisational behaviour (Fayard and Weeks 2007).  
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Appendix A. Example of data collection instrument 

Wednesday 6th December 2017           Story: Notifications and comments (PWDM-899) 

Time Event Participants Location(s) Evidence 

10:23 Stand-Up Designers &  
Developer agree 
to meet to discuss 
Jira issue in booth  

 

Team Stand-
up area 

& Jira 

 

 

 

 

 

10:47 – 
11:40 

Informal 
meeting & 
discussion to 
begin story. 

Start with 
sketching ideas as 
is faster and 
allows 
annotation. Work 
for approximately 
1 hour 
collaboratively & 
in isolation to 
brain-storm. 
Collectively 
review ideas and 
select two from 
sketches for short 
and long terms 
solutions.  

 

Agree actions on 
paper, later added 
to Jira. 

Booth for 
proximity, use 
of table and 
isolation from 
the remaining 
team. 

 

Use of paper 
and sticky 
notes. 

 

 

 

 

 

12:03 – 
12:45 

Collaborative 
design work 

Designers review 
at table, plan 
workflow of 
solution and 
prototype. 

 

 

Team table, 
designers are 
seated 
adjacent to 
each other. 
Combine 
paper 
prototypes 
with design 
tools. 

 

12:50  Individual 
prototyping 
at desk 
workstation 

Designers 
eventually move 
to digital 
prototypes 
because of initial 
agreement and 
time constraints 

 

Team table 
working in 
Sketch tool 
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